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We experimentally investigate the back-scattering properties of an array of atoms that is evanes-
cently coupled to an optical nanofiber in the strongly non-paraxial regime. We observe that the
power and the polarization of the back-scattered light depend on the nanofiber-guided excitation
field in a way that significantly deviates from the predictions of a simple model based on two-level
atoms and a scalar waveguide. Even though it has been widely used in previous experimental and
theoretical studies of waveguide-coupled quantum emitters, this simple model is thus in general not
adequate even for a qualitative description of such systems. We develop an ab initio model which
includes the multi-level structure of the atoms and the full vectorial properties of the guided field
and find very good agreement with our data.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Ct, 42.81.Qb, 37.10.Jk
Recently, there has been growing theoretical and ex-
perimental interest in the physics of quantum emitters
coupled to optical waveguides. Various phenomena have
been predicted, including self-organization of atoms [1,
2], cavity quantum electrodynamics with atomic mir-
rors [3], and the formation of a Tonks-Girardeau gas
of photons [4, 5]. Atom-mediated directional emis-
sion [6, 7] and quantum transport of strongly interact-
ing photons [8] have been theoretically studied, and the
non-radiative interaction and entanglement between dis-
tant atoms along the waveguide has been proposed [9].
Most of these theoretical works disregard the vectorial
character of the waveguide modes or approximate the
emitters as two-level systems. However, these approx-
imations are not necessarily justified and the predicted
phenomena may not prevail in a real world scenario.
We study the scattering properties of an ensemble of
laser-cooled cesium atoms trapped in two linear arrays
in the evanescent field around an optical nanofiber that
realizes a single-mode waveguide [10–12]. We find qual-
itative deviations from the predictions of the simplified
model of two-level atoms coupled to a scalar radiation
field. In particular, a quantitative description has to
consider the reduction of the overlap between counter-
propagating waveguide modes due to their non-paraxial
character [13] which leads to a counter-intuitive back-
scattering signal. Moreover, the multi-level structure of
the atoms leads to inelastic scattering, thereby coupling
modes which are orthogonal in the full vectorial descrip-
tion. We expect our findings to improve the understand-
ing of atom–waveguide systems and of other quantum op-
tics experiments in the non-paraxial regime, like atoms
coupled to plasmonic structures [14], nanophotonic cavi-
ties [15] or optical microtraps [16, 17].
The experimental set-up is depicted in Fig. 1. Laser-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up including the ta-
pered optical fiber and the trapping (blue and red lines) and
probe (green line) laser fields. A polarizer sets the linear
polarization of the probe field. The probe transmission is
recorded using a single photon counting module (SPCM).
A fraction of the back-scattered light is separated from the
forward propagating fields by a non-polarizing beam splitter
(BS), passes through an analyzer, and is sent onto another
SPCM. Dichroic mirrors (DM) and interference filters (not
shown) prevent the trapping fields from reaching the SPCMs.
cooled Cs atoms are confined in the 3D Lamb-Dicke
regime using a nanofiber-based two-color dipole trap [18].
The optical nanofiber has a nominal radius a = 250 nm
and is realized as the waist of a tapered optical fiber [19]
which enables close to unity coupling efficiency between
the standard fiber and the nanofiber waist. For all op-
tical wavelengths involved in this experiment, the op-
tical nanofiber is sufficiently thin to only guide the
fundamental hybrid HE11 mode [20]. Trapping of the
atoms is achieved by using a red-detuned standing-wave
with a free-space wavelength of 1064 nm and a power of
2×1.4mW combined with a blue-detuned traveling-wave
with a wavelength of 783 nm and a power of 13.3mW.
The atoms are located 200 nm above the nanofiber sur-
face in two diametric linear arrays of potential wells. The
trap frequencies in all three (radial, axial, and azimuthal)
directions are about 100 kHz. A few hundred atoms are
typically loaded into the trap, with at most one atom per
trapping site [18].
In order to probe the atoms, a linearly polarized light
2FIG. 2. Characteristics of a quasi-linearly polarized HE11
mode propagating in the (+z)-direction, calculated for λ =
852 nm. (a) Density plot of the intensity profile. The trapped
atoms are indicated by the yellow dots and theWCA and SCA
by two dashed lines. Here, the main polarization axis (green
double arrow) coincides with the WCA (ϕ = pi/2). (b) Mod-
ulus squared of the normalized spherical tensor components
(E−1, E0, E+1)/|E| of the field for the right-hand-side atom as
a function of ϕ, plotted in red, green, and blue, respectively.
The components E−1 and E+1 have to be interchanged for the
left-hand-side atom.
field, resonant with the AC-Stark shifted F = 4→ F ′ =
5 transition of the Cs D2 line (free-space wavelength
λ = 852 nm), is launched into the fiber in the forward
(+z) direction. A polarizer determines its polarization.
The transmission of the probe field is measured with a
single photon counting module (SPCM). A fraction of the
back-scattered light is separated from the fields propa-
gating in the forward direction by a non-polarizing beam
splitter, passes through a polarization analyzer, and is
detected with another SPCM. Two Berek compensators,
one in front of the fiber and one in front of the ana-
lyzer, compensate for the parasitic birefringence of the
fiber [18]. In this way, linearly polarized free-space modes
are mapped on quasi-linearly polarized HE11 modes in
the nanofiber [20] and vice versa. The polarizer and an-
alyzer thus allow one to selectively prepare and measure
any quasi-linearly polarized nanofiber mode, respectively.
The large refractive index contrast between the silica
optical nanofiber and the surrounding vacuum transver-
sally confines the nanofiber modes to less than λ2,
thereby making them strongly non-paraxial [20]: Their
evanescent field locally exhibits a significant longitudinal
polarization component which is pi/2-phase shifted with
respect to the transversal components. The total inten-
sity as well as the longitudinal field component and thus
the polarization vary azimuthally.
The intensity profile of a quasi-linearly polarized
nanofiber-guided field is shown in Fig. 2(a). Its main
transversal polarization component and the plane con-
taining the atoms enclose an angle ϕ. In Fig. 2(a), this
main polarization axis is aligned along the y-direction.
The azimuthal minima of the intensity then coincide with
the position of the trapped atoms, and the coupling be-
FIG. 3. Difference ∆P between the transmitted powers
recorded in the absence and presence of the trapped atoms
as a function of P+s . Each data point is the average of 80 ex-
perimental runs. The probe light is polarized along the SCA.
The red solid line is a fit, see text.
tween the atoms and the field is minimal. Thus, we label
the y-axis as the weak coupling axis (WCA). Accord-
ingly, the x-axis is called the strong coupling axis (SCA),
where the intensity is 2.8 times larger than on the WCA.
In Fig. 2(b), we plot the modulus square of the normal-
ized spherical tensor components (E−1, E0, E+1)/|E| [21]
of the probe field E at the position of the atoms as
function of ϕ. We take the y-axis as the quantization
axis: E0 = Ey, E±1 = ±(Ex ± iEz)/
√
2. If the polar-
ization is aligned along the WCA (ϕ = pi/2), the field
is purely linear at the position of the atoms and drives
pi-transitions. If ϕ ∈ {0, pi}, the polarization is almost
circular (|E±1/E| = 0.96), and E0 = 0. The field then es-
sentially drives σ− (σ+) transitions for the atoms located
at x < 0 (x > 0). If the probe field propagates in the
backward (−z) direction, the situation is reversed [13]
and σ− (σ+) transitions are driven for atoms located at
x > 0 (x < 0). This results in a reduced overlap of
about 0.29 between the forward and backward propa-
gating SCA modes, whereas there is full overlap for the
WCA modes [13].
We record the transmission and back-scattering of a
10-µs nanofiber-guided probe pulse, with a power P+i ,
that is quasi-linearly polarized along either the WCA
(i = w) or the SCA (i = s). The transmitted and back-
scattered powers are measured in parallel with the two
SPCMs. The photon counts are recorded with a 100-ns
binning time. Taking into account the experimental im-
perfections, we convert the count rates to optical powers
in the nanofiber. We observe that the back-scattered
power remains constant during the first 200 ns of the
pulse: Neither the motion of the atoms in the trap nor
optical pumping play a significant role within this time
interval. Therefore, we average the back-scattering sig-
nal over the first two time-bins only. The transmission
remains constant over the first 500 ns and is thus aver-
aged over the first five time-bins.
Figure 3 shows an outcome of a transmission measure-
ment. We plot the difference ∆P between the trans-
mitted powers recorded in the absence and presence of
the trapped atoms. A clear saturation is visible. Fol-
lowing [11], we determine the number of trapped atoms
N by fitting the data using a generalized Beer-Lambert
law [22] which describes the propagation of a light field
3FIG. 4. Measured back-scattered power divided by the num-
ber of trapped atoms as a function of P+i for the four polar-
izer/analyzer settings. Each data point is the average of 80
experimental runs. The solid black lines are fits obtained
by solving Eq. (1). The dashed-dotted red, dashed green
and dotted blue lines are calculated using the ab initio, the
“intensity-only” and the “polarization-only” models, respec-
tively (see text).
through an absorptive and saturable medium. It is given
by N = ∆P∞/PCs, where ∆P∞ is the asymptotic value
of ∆P . The maximum scattered power per Cs atom
PCs = ~ωΓ/2 = 3.8 pW is independent of the polariza-
tion of the probe field. Here, ω is the angular frequency
of the optical transition and Γ = 2pi × 5.2 MHz is the
excited state decay rate.
In Fig. 4, we plot the back-scattered power P−
j|i as func-
tion of P+i . It is measured for the four possible settings
of the polarizer (i ∈{s,w}) and the analyzer (j ∈{s,w}).
The power P−
j|i is normalized to the number of atoms N ,
measured within the same experimental realization. This
normalization is motivated by the assumption that the
back-scattered power is proportional to N in the regime
of full saturation of the atomic sample [23]. In all mea-
surements, the total back-scattered power NP−
j|i is three
orders of magnitude smaller than P+i . For any choice
of {j,i}, P−
j|i shows a clear saturation. For an input
polarization along the SCA, saturation occurs at lower
input powers than for an input polarization along the
WCA. This is consistent with the intensity map shown
in Fig. 2(a).
The significant back-scattered powers for the crossed
polarizer–analyzer setting [Figs. 4(b) and (c)] reveal
the presence of an inelastic scattering mechanism that
changes both the polarization of the scattered light and
the internal state of the atom. It can only be under-
stood when considering the hyperfine and Zeeman sub-
structure of the atom. Remarkably, all measurements in
Fig. 4 level off at different values of the back-scattered
power per atom, again demonstrating scattering dynam-
ics beyond what is expected for a two-level atom coupled
to a scalar waveguide. More precisely, for both input
polarizations, the asymptotic back-scattered powers are
larger with the analyzer along the SCA than along the
WCA. The larger intensity of the SCA mode at the posi-
tion of the atoms and the correspondingly larger coupling
strength partly explain this difference. Furthermore, we
observe different asymptotic power levels for configura-
tions with the same output but different input modes
[Figs. 4(a) and (b) as well as Figs. 4(c) and (d)]. Given
that, far above saturation, emission rates do not depend
on the probe intensity anymore, we conclude that polar-
ization effects must be at the origin of this difference.
Indeed, there is a finite overlap between the polarization
of the field emitted by the atoms and the fiber modes.
The polarization of the emitted field depends on the po-
larization of the probe that excites the atoms, and so
does this overlap. This also explains the surprising fact
that the highest count rates are measured with the probe
aligned along the WCA where its intensity at the position
of the atoms is lowest.
In order to quantitatively understand our experi-
mental observations, we develop a model for the z-
dependent power of the back-scattered nanofiber-guided
field, P−
j|i(z). At every position z along the nanofiber,
the optical power of the probe, P+i (z), is given by a gen-
eralized Beer-Lambert law, accounting for the saturable
absorption by the atoms. Given that P−
j|i(z) ≪ P+i (z),
we assume that the saturation level of the atoms is solely
determined by P+i (z) [23]. The backward propagating
power then obeys
d
dz
P−
j|i(z) =
nσj/A
eff
j
1 + si(z)
P−
j|i(z)−
si(z)
1 + si(z)
nP−,max
j|i , (1)
where n ∝ N is the atomic line density, σj is the
atomic cross section for the interaction with the back-
scattered nanofiber-guided field, and Aeffj denotes the
effective mode area [24], see Fig. 2(a). The first term
on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) describes the damping of the
backward propagating light due to absorption by the
atoms. The position-dependent saturation parameter
is given by si(z) = P+i (z)/P sati . Here, P sati is the
optical power of the nanofiber-guided field that is re-
quired to reach saturation intensity at the position of the
atoms [23]. The interaction cross section is then given by
σj = A
eff
j (PCs/P
sat
j ). The second term on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (1) accounts for the saturable emission into the back-
ward mode. It is proportional to P−,max
j|i , defined as the
back-scattered power per atom at full saturation.
Using the analytical solution for the back-scattered
power P−
j|i = P−j|i(z = 0) as a function of P+i , we model
the data from Fig. 4 using P−,max
j|i and N as the only free
parameters. We fit the back-scattering data sets simulta-
neously with the corresponding transmission signals [23]
4Setting N P−,max
j|i (fW) P
−,theo
j|i (fW)
i = w, j = w 739 ± 42 15.3 ± 0.9 20
i = s, j = w 546 ± 38 8.8± 0.7 12
i = w, j = s 648 ± 38 30.7 ± 1.5 35
i = s, j = s 408 ± 32 21.6 ± 1.6 22
TABLE I. Fitted values of P−,max
j|i and N , and results of the
ab initio calculation P−,theo
j|i (see text).
for each given polarizer and analyzer setting. The re-
sults shown as solid red and black lines in Fig. 3 and 4,
respectively, are in very good agreement with the data.
The fitted values of P−,max
j|i and N are given in Tab. I.
We now compare the fit results for the maximum back-
scattered power per atom with the results of an ab initio
calculation. For this, we take the local intensity and local
polarizations of the fiber-guided modes at the position of
the trapped atoms into account. We assume an initial
statistical mixture of all F = 4 Zeeman ground states
with equal populations and calculate the density matrix
ρi of the atom after absorption of a photon from mode
i that is resonant with the F = 4 → F ′ = 5 transi-
tion. We consider strong saturation for which the Zee-
man state-dependent level shifts induced by the trapping
light fields [25] can be neglected. Using the formalism
outlined in [26], we then calculate the scattered power
P−,cond
j|i into the backward-propagating mode j, condi-
tioned on this absorption. It is given by
P−,cond
j|i = ~ωTr (Γjρi) . (2)
Here, the non-diagonal matrix Γj describes the sponta-
neous emission into the guided mode j [27]. The value
P−,cond
j|i is calculated for a fully excited atom. Con-
sidering that the steady-state excited state population
cannot be higher than 0.5, one expects a fitted power
P−,max
j|i . P
−,theo
j|i = 0.5P
−,cond
j|i . The values of P
−,theo
j|i
are summarized in Tab. I. Remarkably, they are in good
agreement with the measured values.
We now show that the data can indeed only be satisfac-
torily explained by a model that takes both the intensity
and polarization maps of the nanofiber modes into ac-
count. For this purpose, we establish two simpler models:
an “intensity-only” model where the local polarization of
the nanofiber modes is neglected, obtained by replacing
ρi in Eq. (2) by an equiprobable statistical mixture of
all sub-Zeeman states of the F ′ = 5 manifold, and a
“polarization-only” model where the intensity profile of
the fiber modes is neglected, obtained by replacing the
matrix Γj in Eq. (2) by the one calculated for an atom
in free-space. These models then allow us to predict the
ratios of the asymptotic back-scattered powers. Taking
the fitted value for P−,max
w|w as a reference, see Fig. 4(a),
we calculate the values for the three other configurations
according to P−,max
j|i =
[
P−,theo
j|i /P
−,theo
w|w
]
P−,max
w|w . The
power P−
j|i is then calculated by solving Eq. (1) with this
value of P−,max
j|i and the fitted number of atoms N .
From Fig. 4(b), it is conspicuous that the
“polarization-only” model is well-suited to predict
how P−,max
j|i is modified when rotating the input po-
larization while leaving the analyzer unchanged. This
model predicts that the polarization of the emitted
photon is different for the i = s and the i = w configura-
tions. Its overlap with the polarization of the backward
propagating j = w mode is thus modified and so is
P−,max
w|i . From Fig. 4(c) however, it is apparent that
the “intensity-only” model is more accurate than the
“polarization-only” model when it comes to comparing
the values of P−,max
j|i that correspond to two different
output modes, j = w and j = s, while leaving the
input polarization unchanged. In this situation, the
modification of the effective mode area explains most
of the modification of the back-scattered power. Both
simple models however fail to match the data well for the
{s,s} configuration [Fig. 4(d)], i.e., when both the input
and output polarizations are changed with respect to the
{w,w} reference settings. In this case, both the intensity
profile and the polarization of the nanofiber modes need
to be considered. The predictions of the full model,
again referenced to P−,max
w|w , exhibit good agreement
with the data for all three other configurations.
Summarizing, we studied the back-scattering of cold
Cs atoms trapped in two diametric linear arrays that are
coupled to an optical nanofiber. We found that both
the polarization and the intensity map of the nanofiber-
guided modes as well as the multilevel structure of the
atoms have to be taken into account in order to reach a
deeper understanding of the scattering properties of the
system. Neglecting these effects, as it has been commonly
done both in theoretical investigations and experimental
analyses of emitter–waveguide-systems so far, may lead
to quantitatively wrong predictions and even qualitative
discrepancies between the theory and the experimental
observations. For instance, we made the counter-intuitive
observation that the back-scattered power can be signif-
icantly larger when choosing the input polarization that
minimizes the intensity at the position of the atoms to a
third of its peak value, cf. left vs. right columns in Fig. 4.
In the experimental situation realized here, collective
effects like sub- and superradiance can be neglected and
the scattering properties are those of an ensemble of inde-
pendent scatterers. However, the nature of the observed
effects leads us to conclude that they will also modify the
collective scattering properties of denser ensembles or of
ensembles that fulfill the Bragg condition. Finally, given
that the longitudinal polarization component of the light
plays a decisive role in the modification of the scattering
properties observed here, similar phenomena should oc-
cur in other cases of strongly non-paraxial light–matter
coupling like strongly focused light fields [16, 17], plas-
monics [14], or nanophotonic systems [15].
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COLLECTIVE SCATTERING
The findings presented in the main manuscript have
been obtained with a nanofiber-based two-color dipole
trap similar to the one in Refs. [1, 2]: Two diametric,
linear arrays of trapping sites are formed 200 nm above
the nanofiber surface. The atoms are transferred into
the nanofiber-based trap from a magneto-optical trap
using an intermediate stage of optical molasses cooling.
For our experimental parameters, the so-called collisional
blockade effect limits the number of atoms per site to
one [3]. Thus, the average filling factor is . 0.5 [2] and
the trapped atoms are randomly distributed over the lin-
ear arrays of trapping sites. In combination with the fact
that the distance between neighboring trapping sites is
incommensurate with the probe wavelength in the fiber
mode, the fields that are elastically back-scattered by
the individual atoms effectively have random phases and
therefore add up incoherently. In the case of full satu-
ration of the atomic transition, the scattering is inelas-
tic [4] and the individual fields add up incoherently as
well. Thus, we do not expect any collective effects in the
back-scattering of the atomic ensemble.
Moreover, we do not expect a significant modification
of the lifetime of the excited states due to sub- or su-
perradiance with respect to the free-space modes: The
smallest distance between any two atoms is larger than
half the probe wavelength, meaning that there is conclu-
sive which-way-information for scattering into free space.
Finally, the modification of the excited state decay rate
of an individual atom due to its close proximity of 200 nm
to the nanofiber surface is . 5 % for our experimental
parameters [5] and therefore neglected in our analysis.
SATURATION OF THE ATOMS AND
ABSORPTION OF THE BACKWARD
PROPAGATING LIGHT
In Eq. (1) of the main text, we assumed that the sat-
uration level of the atoms is solely determined by the
forward propagating light field P+i (z). In a two-level
system, this assumption is obviously justified: Both the
forward and the backward propagating light fields cou-
ple to the only available transition between the ground
and the excited state. Moreover, the backward propagat-
ing power is much smaller than the forward propagating
FIG. 1. (a) Level structure and transitions driven by the for-
ward propagating field aligned along the WCA (double line
arrows) and the backward propagating field aligned along
the SCA (single line arrows). The atomic population in
the regime of strong saturation, sw ≫ 1, is indicated by
yellow dots. (b) The strong forward propagating field in-
duces an Autler-Townes splitting of the mF = 4 ground
state. This results in a reduction of the absorption A of
the backward propagating field on the mF = 4 → mF ′ = 5
transition. (c) Schematic spectrum of the absorption A(ω)
of a weak field at angular frequency ω that addresses the
mF = 4 → mF ′ = 5 transition, shown in the absence (dot-
ted line) and in the presence (solid line) of a strong field that
couples the mF = 4→ mF ′ = 4 transition.
power, P−
j|i(z) ≪ P+i (z). Thus the backward propagat-
ing light couples to a saturated transition but does not
significantly contribute to its saturation. In the follow-
ing, we will show that this assumption remains valid to
a good approximation even in the case of transitions be-
tween the F = 4 ground state manifold and the F ′ = 5
excited state manifold of the Cs atoms used in the exper-
iment.
If the polarization of the forward propagating light field
is set to the SCA, the fiber-guided mode at the position
of the atoms is elliptically polarized, i.e., it has both σ+
and σ− components. It thus couples the F = 4 manifold
to all Zeeman sub-states of the F ′ = 5 manifold, and
the situation becomes similar to the case of the two-level
system once all transitions are saturated.
A forward propagating light field which is aligned along
the WCA is purely pi-polarized at the position of the
atoms and therefore only drives pi-transitions between
the two manifolds. Thus, the outermost Zeeman sub-
states of the excited state F ′ = 5 manifold are not ad-
dressed, see Fig. 1(a). Still, the situation reduces to that
of the two-level-atom above if the backward propagat-
ing light field couples to the same excited states, i.e., if
it is also aligned along the WCA and thus pi-polarized
at the position of the atoms. The situation changes if
we consider the case where the backward propagating
light field is aligned along the SCA: In this case, the field
2FIG. 2. Difference ∆P between the transmitted powers with
and without atoms trapped around the nanofiber as a function
of the forward propagating power P+i . Each data point is
averaged over 80 experimental runs.
also couples to the unsaturated |F = 4,mF = ±4〉 →
|F ′ = 5,mF ′ = ±5〉-transitions, thereby leading to ab-
sorption, see Fig. 1(a). Its effect is, however, negligible
for two reasons: First, assuming an initially flat distri-
bution of the populations of the Zeeman sub-states of
the F = 4 ground state manifold and neglecting optical
pumping, only 1/18 of the population will be present in
the F = 4,mF = 4 and the F = 4,mF = −4 levels, re-
spectively. Second, the strong forward propagating light
field leads to an Autler-Townes splitting of these levels,
see Fig. 1(b). This further reduces the resonant absorp-
tion A0 of the backward propagating field, see Fig. 1(c).
At large saturation, the latter scales as [6]
A0 ∝
(
1 +
4Ω(z)2
9Γ2
)−1
, (A.1)
where Γ is the excited state decay rate and Ω(z) is the
Rabi frequency of the forward propagating field at po-
sition z. Using Ω(z)2/Γ2 = P+i (z)/2P sati = si(z)/2,
where si(z) is the position-dependent saturation param-
eter, Eq. (A.1) becomes A0 ∝ (1 + 2si(z)/9)−1. The
power-dependence is similar to that of the first term of
Eq. (1) of the main manuscript, and A0 vanishes for large
saturation parameters. Thus, while our model does not
take this residual absorption into account, our conclu-
sions in the strongly saturated regime obtained in the
main text are valid for all polarizer–analyzer settings.
Moreover, our model fits the data well even for small
saturation.
Calculation of the saturation power For a multi-level
atom, the saturation intensity depends on the driven op-
tical transitions [7]. Furthermore, it is modified by Zee-
man state-dependent light shifts induced by the trapping
fields [1]. Assuming an equal population of all Zeeman
sub-states of the F = 4 manifold and taking into ac-
count the effective mode area, we find P satw = 480 pW
and P sats = 130 pW, which enter the saturation parame-
ter si(z) with i ∈ {w, s} in the main manuscript.
TRANSMISSION
For completeness, in Fig. 2, we show the transmis-
sion measurements for all four polarizer–analyzer set-
tings. The fit results are used to determine the corre-
sponding number of atoms, see Tab. I in the manuscript.
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